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ABSTRACT The transport of propidium iodide into electropermeabilized Chinese hamster ovary cells was monitored with a
photomultiplier tube during and after the electric pulse. The influence of pulse amplitude and duration on the transport kinetics was
investigated with time resolutions from 200 ns to 4 ms in intervals from 400 ms to 8 s. The transport became detectable as early as 60
ms after the start of the pulse, continued for tens of seconds after the pulse, and was faster and larger for higher pulse amplitudes
and/or longer pulse durations. With fixed pulse parameters, transport into confluent monolayers of cells was slower than transport
into suspended cells. Different time courses of fluorescence increase were observed during and at various times after the pulse,
reflecting different transport mechanisms and ongoing membrane resealing. The data were compared to theoretical predictions of
the Nernst-Planck equation. After a delay of 60 ms, the time course of fluorescence during the pulse was approximately linear,
supporting a mainly electrophoretic solution of the Nernst-Planck equation. The time course after the pulse agreed with diffusional
solution of the Nernst-Planck equation if the membrane resealing was assumed to consist of three distinct components, with time
constants in the range of tens of millicroseconds, hundreds of millicroseconds, and tens of seconds, respectively.

INTRODUCTION

Membrane-impermeable ions and molecules can be suc-

cessfully introduced to the cytoplasm by exposing the cells to

short and intense electric pulses. The pulses create structural

changes in proteolipid bilayers of cell membranes, which

leads to a transient increase in membrane permeability, a

phenomenon termed ‘‘electroporation’’ or ‘‘electroperme-

abilization’’ (1–5). Although the exact mechanisms of elec-

tropermeabilization at the molecular level are still not fully

understood (6), the method is today successfully used in

different applications, such as the introduction of molecules

into cells (5,7–11), transdermal drug delivery (12–14), fusion

of cells (15,16), electroinsertion of proteins into membranes

(17,18), sterilization (19,20), and tissue ablation (21,22). The

main clinical success of electropermeabilization was ach-

ieved in the treatment of cutaneous and subcutaneous tumors,

where chemotherapeutic drugs are delivered to tumor cells

in combination with electric pulses (electrochemotherapy)

(23–27), and another application, a nonviral delivery of nu-

cleic acids to cells (gene electrotransfection) is also gaining

increasing interest (28–30).

Although structural changes in the membrane have never

been directly visualized under the microscope, other tech-

niques have been used to observe electropermeabilization.

These include measurements of conductivity of cell suspen-

sions and cell pellets, electrooptical relaxation experiments

on lipid vesicles, charge pulse studies on lipid bilayers,

measurements of membrane voltage on cells with potentio-

metric fluorescence dyes, and monitoring the influx or efflux

of molecules, fluorescence dyes, radioactive-labeled mole-

cules, or intracellular constituents (31–53). Although these

studies showed that structural changes in the membrane and

the related increased permeabilization became detectable

after application of a sufficiently strong electric field, they

also demonstrated that the occurrence of these changes does

not coincide with the detection of the transmembrane trans-

port of molecules; i.e., conductivity measurements, electro-

optical observations, charge pulse studies, and membrane

voltage measurements showed that an increase of the con-

ductivity of a cell suspension, reorientation of lipid molecule

headgroups, and a decrease in the membrane voltage, re-

spectively, occurred within a few microseconds after the start

of the electric pulse. Since ions are charge carriers in solu-

tions, the detected increase in conductivity of cell suspen-

sions is due to the transport of single-atom ions across the cell

membrane (e.g., Na1, Cl�, K1) or the electrical transport. On

the other hand, the transport of molecules, or the molecular

transport, which was monitored as the influx or efflux of

different molecules, was detected milliseconds after the pulse

exposure (43,45,47,50,51,54,55).

Many authors suggest that different mechanisms govern

the transport during and after the pulse. Although during the

pulse the transport is driven mainly by electrophoresis and

partly by diffusion, the transport after the pulse is predomi-

nantly diffusive (46,56). The transport of single-atom ions

and molecules continues for seconds or even minutes after

electropermeabilization, until the cell membrane completely

recovers (reseals) or until the equilibrium in concentration of

ions and molecules is obtained. In contrast, membrane con-

ductivity, which is elevated during the pulse, returns to close

to the initial value much faster, milliseconds after the expo-

sure (31,34,36,40).
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In a typical electropermeabilization experiment, the electric

pulse lasts from 100 ms to 10 ms, so it appears, roughly

speaking, that the electrical transport into cells starts during

the pulse, and the molecular transport predominantly after the

pulse. To a certain extent, these differences can be attributed

to the size and charge of molecules, which hinders the per-

meation of molecules through an electropermeabilized cell

membrane. But most likely, the molecular transport also

started during the pulse exposure but could not be detected

due to limited sensitivity and low time resolution of imaging

cameras. To verify if the molecular transport occurs during a

typical electropermeabilization pulse, we used a sensitive

imaging system composed of a sensitive photomultiplier tube

(PM tube) and fast electronics. A modified setup, which al-

lowed continuous monitoring of the signal (a feature not ac-

cessible to imaging cameras) was used to determine the onset

of the transport and to investigate the influence of pulse pa-

rameters on the kinetics of molecular transport. The transport

was investigated during and at different time intervals after the

pulse, which allowed the comparison of the transport in the

presence and absence of the imposed electric field. A theo-

retical explanation for the measured transport, based on the

Nernst-Planck equation, is presented. The experiments were

performed on single spherical cells, cells in suspension, and

confluent cell monolayers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells

The experiments were performed on Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO, WTT

clone), which were grown in suspension in culture medium (CM1MEM 40-01,

Eurobio, Les Ulis, France) with added fetal calf serum (8%, Boehringer,

Mannheim, Germany), antibiotics (penicillin 100 units/ml, streptomycin 100

mg/ml), and L-glutamine (1.16 mg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany).

Cells were kept in suspension by gentle, continuous agitation (100 rpm) in

spinner flasks at 37�C, 5% CO2. The experiments were performed on single

spherical cells, suspended cells, and confluent cell monolayers. Single cells

were in dilute suspension (;104 cells/ml) and were given time to settle to the

bottom of a LabTek II chamber (Nunc, Roskilde, Denmark). The light was

then focused on a single cell, and the fluorescence from this cell was collected.

In the case of suspended cells, the concentration of cells was increased to

;105 cells/ml so that cells, when they settled down, covered almost the whole

bottom of the chamber, and the fluorescence from the whole field of view was

collected. To obtain confluent cell monolayers, cells from the spinner were

plated in LabTek II chambers (105 cells/ml) 1 day before the experiments.

A small, drug-sized membrane-impermeable fluorescent dye propidium

iodide (PI, molecular weight ¼ 668, Sigma, Saint Louis, MO) was added to

cells before experiments in final concentration of 100 mM unless stated oth-

erwise. Its fluorescence emission strongly increases when the dye is bound to

proteins and nucleic acids (50,51,57). All the exposure durations used in this

study were too short for significant bleaching or quenching of the dye fluo-

rescence or for its saturation of the DNA binding sites (in fact, during our data

acquisition most of the fluorescence was localized to the cytosol (51,57)).

Exposure of cells to electric pulses

A single rectangular electric pulse of various amplitudes (350, 500, 650, 800

V) and/or durations (0.1, 0.5, 1, 3 ms) was generated with a CNRS elec-

tropulsator (Jouan, St. Herblain, France). The pulse was delivered to two

parallel wire electrodes (diameter 0.5 mm, length 10 mm) with a 5 mm in-

terelectrode distance. The electric field distribution was homogeneous in the

middle of the chamber with a value approximately equal to the voltage/

distance ratio, i.e., 700, 1000, 1300, and 1600 V/cm. Each measurement was

repeated three times (each time with a new cell sample and a new pulse

exposure) for each parameter set.

Imaging system for monitoring the kinetics
of transport

The transport of PI into cells was monitored by observing the changes in

fluorescence of PI, which occurred when PI entered electropermeabilized

cells. The fluorescence was detected with a sensitive PM tube (EMI 9558,

EMI Electronics, London, UK), which was mounted on a fluorescence mi-

croscope (Leitz Fluovert, Wetzlar, Germany) (Fig. 1). Cells were observed

under a 633, 1.4 NA oil immersion objective (Leitz, Wetzlar, Germany) after

passing the light from a Mercury arc lamp (Osram, Munich, Germany)

through the filter cube (excitation: 530 nm , l , 560 nm; emission .580 nm,

Leitz N2). The fluorescence from the cell(s) was monitored simultaneously

with the start of the pulse. The fluorescence signal entering the PM tube was

transformed to a voltage signal, amplified, and filtered with a custom-made

differential amplifier. The prepulse background signal was subtracted, and the

differential signal was stored in a transient recorder (DL 922, Datalab, Har-

borough, UK). The acquisition of the transient recorder was synchronized

with the start of the electric pulse. The signal from the recorder was subse-

quently digitized with a 12 bit analog-to-digital converter (Pico, St. Neots,

UK) and processed on a PC using the Pico software.

FIGURE 1 Schematic of the imaging system.
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The imaging system allowed continuous monitoring of the fluorescence

changes occurring during and after electric pulse delivery with high sensi-

tivity and high speed by integrating the whole signal from the cell(s). Changes

in fluorescence, which reflected the transport of PI into cells, were acquired in

intervals of 400 ms, 2000 ms, 80 ms, and 8 s, with time resolutions of 200 ns,

1 ms, 40 ms, and 4 ms, respectively. These acquisition intervals were chosen to

determine the onset of molecular transport (400 ms) to compare the transport

during and after the pulse (2000 ms) and to monitor the kinetics of the

transport after electropermeabilization (80 ms and 8 s).

Noise and response time of the
measuring system

Before the experiments, the measuring system was analyzed in terms of noise

and response time. The noise, resulting from the light source, cells, elec-

tronics, and surroundings could be filtered by decreasing the bandwidth of the

amplifier in four discrete steps from 117 kHz to 3.5 kHz, as shown in Fig. 2.

The left column of Fig. 2 shows the noise from the pure solution of PI, whereas

the right column of Fig. 2 shows the noise from a suspension of cells with PI.

Decreasing the bandwidth also resulted in a decrease of the response time of the

system (Fig. 3), which was determined by using a green light-emitting diode

(LED) as a pulsed light source. The LED was set on the microscope stage and

was driven by a function generator. The rise time of the LED signal was ,1 ms.

By selecting bandwidths of 39 kHz (for 400 and 2000 ms acquisition intervals)

and 7.7 kHz (for 80 ms and 8 s acquisition intervals), a compromise between the

acceptable level of noise and a sufficiently fast response was achieved. Figs. 2

and 3 also show that the signal during the 8 s acquisition is stable and that a delay

of the electronics on a step change of the signal is ;2 ms (Fig. 3 B).

Data processing and analysis

The solutions of the Nernst-Planck equation (Eq. 1) for the time course of

intracellular concentration of PI were fitted to the experimental data. In the

FIGURE 2 Noise analysis. (Left column) Noise in solu-

tion of 100 mM PI. (Right column) Noise in suspension of

cells and 100 mM PI. The measurements were performed at

(A) 117 kHz, (B) 39 kHz, (C) 7.7 kHz, and (D) 3.5 kHz

bandwidth of the amplifier. The background fluorescence of

the solution was subtracted by the differential acquisition of

the signal.
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cases where the solution was an elementary function (Eqs. 4 and 7), this

function was fitted to the experimental data in SigmaPlot 8.0 (Systat Software,

San Jose, CA). In the cases where such solution was not attainable, the Nernst-

Planck equation was solved numerically and the solution fitted to experi-

mental data in Mathematica 5.1 (Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL).

RESULTS

Single cells

Role of the pulse amplitude

Cells were exposed to a 1 ms pulse with amplitudes of 350,

500, 650, and 800 V, corresponding to 700, 1000, 1300, and

1600 V/cm, respectively, and changes in fluorescence were

monitored on a single cell during an 8 s interval. A slow

increase in fluorescence, reflecting the transport of PI into the

cell, was detected after application of a pulse with an am-

plitude of 500 V (Fig. 4 A). Higher pulse amplitudes (650 V

and 800 V) resulted in correspondingly higher fluorescence,

whereas the change in fluorescence induced by a 350 V pulse

was barely detectable.

Role of the pulse duration

Cells were exposed to a 500 V pulse with durations of 0.1,

0.5, 1, and 3 ms. The 0.1 ms and 0.5 ms pulses did not cause a

considerable change in fluorescence during the investigated

acquisition interval (Fig. 4 B), whereas a slight increase in

fluorescence was observed for a 1 ms pulse. In contrast, a 3

ms pulse provoked a sharp increase in fluorescence in the first

few seconds, whereas the subsequent increase was more

moderate. At the end of the acquisition interval the fluores-

cence of a 3 ms pulse was several times higher than the flu-

orescence associated to the 1 ms pulse (Fig. 4 B), implying

that the transport of PI was also several times higher.

Cells in suspension

Experiments similar to those on single cells were also per-

formed on a large sample of suspended cells. Because the

fluorescence signal was now accumulated from many cells, a

better signal/noise ratio was obtained, which allowed us to

monitor the changes in fluorescence on shorter time intervals

(2 ms and 80 ms) and, therefore, to compare the transport

during and after the pulse.

Role of the pulse amplitude

Cells were exposed to the pulses with the same parameter

values (duration 1 ms; amplitudes 350, 500, 650, and 800 V)

as in the experiments with single cells. The increase in fluo-

rescence was detected at 200–500 ms after the start of the

FIGURE 4 Time course of fluorescence measured from a single cell. (A)

The influence of pulse amplitude, and (B) pulse duration on the time course

of fluorescence measured from a single cell. CHO cells in dilute suspension

containing 100 mM of PI were exposed either to a single rectangular 1 ms

pulse with an amplitude of 350, 500, 650, and 800 V or a single rectangular

500 V pulse with a duration of 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 3 ms. The excitation light was

focused on a single cell, and fluorescence from this cell was detected with a

PM tube. The background fluorescence was subtracted by the differential

acquisition of the signal. Each curve shows a single measurement, as there

were no large differences between the three repetitions.

FIGURE 3 Time response of the imaging system on a step

change of the light from a green LED. Durations of the LED

signal were set to (A) 100 ms, and (B) 10 ms. Bandwidths of

the amplifier: (1) 117 kHz, (2) 39 kHz, (3) 7.7 kHz, and (4)

3.5 kHz.
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pulse, depending on the pulse amplitude (Fig. 5 A). The

fluorescence increased almost linearly during the pulse,

whereas after the pulse, the rate of the increase gradually

decreased with time. During the total 8 s observation period,

the fluorescence did not reach saturation (Fig. 5, B and C).

Progressively higher pulse amplitudes resulted in higher

fluorescence at the end of the acquisition interval, with the

highest fluorescence observed for the 800 V pulse. The up-

take of PI during the 1 ms pulse was negligible compared to

the inflow of PI occurring after the pulse (cf. Fig. 5, A and C).

Role of the pulse duration

Cells were exposed to the pulses with the same parameter

values (amplitude 500 V; durations 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 3 ms) as in

the experiments with single cells. Again, after a short delay of

a few hundred microseconds, the fluorescence started to in-

crease. A different rate of fluorescence increase during and

immediately after the pulse was observed for a 0.5 ms and

1 ms pulse (Fig. 6 A). A 0.1 ms pulse caused no noticeable

change in fluorescence on a 2 ms acquisition interval, whereas

on the same interval, the first 2 ms of a 3 ms pulse induced a

steady increase in fluorescence (Fig. 6 A). The fluorescence

caused by 0.5 ms, 1 ms, and 3 ms pulses continued to increase

after the pulse but at a more moderate rate (Fig. 6, B and C). On

the 8 s acquisition interval, the transport of PI also became

noticeable for a 0.1 ms pulse, whereas pulses with longer

durations caused higher fluorescence. The most pronounced

increase was observed for a 3 ms pulse. The fluorescence

intensity detected 8 s after the pulse was fairly linearly related

to the pulse duration (at a given field strength) (Fig. 6 C).

The fluorescence measured on single cells and the fluo-

rescence from cells in suspension increased in a similar

manner with time after the pulse (cf. Figs. 4 A and 5 C, and

Figs. 4 B and 6 C). However, the fluorescence from sus-

pended cells was considerably higher and could be detected

much sooner due to a better signal/noise ratio.

In a separate experiment, we also measured the transport of

Ca21 ions into cells by using a fluorescent calcium indicator

Fluo3. Although the fluorescence signal was less pronounced,

a similar time course of fluorescence increase was observed

within the first second after the pulse, whereas longer mea-

surements were impossible due to substantial photobleaching

of Fluo3 (data not shown).

The onset of molecular transport

According to the results presented in Figs. 5 A and 6 A, the

increase in fluorescence and therefore the transport of PI into

cells became detectable not at the pulse onset but sometime

between 200 and 500 ms after the start of the pulse, de-

pending on its amplitude and duration. In additional experi-

ments, we focused on determining the onset of molecular

transport. Since the detection of the transport depends mostly

on the sensitivity of the imaging system, we activated all

dynodes in the PM tube, monitored the response on a 400 ms

time interval, and increased the dye concentration from

100 mM to 1 mM. Using these settings, the onset of trans-

port was monitored after applying a 1 ms, 800 V pulse to the

cell suspension. The results are presented in Fig. 7, A and B,

and show that the transport of PI into cells, reflected as an

increase in fluorescence, could be detected only ;60 ms

FIGURE 5 Influence of pulse amplitude on the time course of fluores-

cence during and after electropermeabilization. The changes in fluorescence

were monitored on a (A) 2 ms, (B) 80 ms, and (C) 8 s acquisition interval.

CHO cells in suspension containing 100 mM of PI were exposed to a single

rectangular 1 ms pulse with amplitudes of 350, 500, 650, and 800 V. The

dashed line in A denotes the end of the pulse, and the horizontal dashed line

in C is the baseline. Results shown on different acquisition intervals were

obtained from different experiments. The background fluorescence was

subtracted by the differential acquisition of the signal. Note different scale

on the y axes.
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after the start of the pulse. As mentioned in Materials and

Methods, the inaccuracy in the synchronization of the

pulse onset and start of the data acquisition never exceeded

2 ms.

Confluent monolayers of cells

In the last part of the study, the transport of PI into cells

grown as confluent monolayers was monitored. Only the in-

fluence of pulse amplitudes was investigated here, and the

fluorescence was acquired on 80 ms and 8 s time intervals.

Black curves in Fig. 8 show the time courses of fluorescence

after electropermeabilization with a single 1 ms pulse with

amplitudes ranging from 350 to 800 V. For a comparison,

the fluorescence from suspended cells obtained with the same

pulse parameters is shown on the same figure with gray curves.

Qualitatively, the same time course of fluorescence was ob-

served in both suspended and cells in monolayers. However,

at a given pulse amplitude, the fluorescence from monolayers

was considerably lower than the fluorescence from suspended

cells, indicating that less PI was transported into cells in

monolayers, at least in the investigated time interval.

DISCUSSION

In this work, the fast and slow kinetics of the transport of

fluorescent molecule PI into electropermeabilized cells was

investigated. The aim of the study was to evaluate when the

transport of drug-sized molecules becomes detectable and to

determine the influence of pulse parameters on the transport

FIGURE 6 Influence of pulse duration on the time course of fluorescence

during and after electropermeabilization. The changes in fluorescence were

monitored on a (A) 2 ms, (B) 80 ms, and (C) 8 s acquisition interval. CHO

cells in suspension containing 100 mM of PI were exposed to a single

rectangular 500 V pulse with durations of 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 3 ms. Results in

different acquisition intervals were obtained from different experiments. The

dashed line in C is the baseline. The background fluorescence was subtracted

by the differential acquisition of the signal. Note different scale on y axes.

FIGURE 7 Onset of the transport of PI. (A) The time course of fluores-

cence increase obtained from three independent experiments. (B) Average of

the three signals in A. CHO cells in suspension containing 1 mM PI were

exposed to a single rectangular 1 ms, 800 V pulse. PM tube was set to the

highest sensitivity, where all dynodes were activated. The background

fluorescence was subtracted by the differential acquisition of the signal.
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during and after the pulse. PI was selected as a probe for the

transport as it is known to have a strong quantum yield in-

crease when bound to nucleic acids and has a fast binding

rate. Using a sensitive PM tube connected to a fast differential

amplifier, we were able to monitor the transport on time in-

tervals from 400 ms to 8 s with sampling time resolutions

from 200 ns to 4 ms, respectively. With a PM tube, the spatial

resolution was not accessible, and the transport was moni-

tored indirectly by measuring the changes of the fluorescence

emanating from the dye inside the cells.

Detection of molecular transport

The transport of PI into a single cell was detected when a pulse

with a sufficiently high amplitude or duration was delivered.

A technical limit was present when working on single cells;

i.e., the weak changes in fluorescence occurring on the sub-

second timescale could not be discerned from the noise.

Higher sensitivity was achieved with cells in suspension,

since the fluorescence signal in this case was the total con-

tribution of many cells. The measurements performed on cells

in suspension showed that the transport of PI into per-

meabilized cells became detectable only between 60 ms and

500 ms after the start of the pulse, depending on the pulse

parameters and experimental settings (see Figs. 5 A, 6 A, and

7). This is up to 1000 times faster than what is observable with

conventional imaging cameras due to their limited sensitivity

and relatively low temporal resolution and more than 60 times

faster than previous measurements with a specially modified

imaging system (50,51). With a setup similar to ours, Praus-

nitz and co-workers detected the efflux of calcein from elec-

tropermeabilized erythrocyte ghost membranes within 1 ms

after the start of the pulse, with a time resolution of 200 ms

(49). They focused more on the comparison of the transport

during and after the pulse, whereas we provide new (to our

knowledge) information on the onset of molecular transport

FIGURE 8 Time course of fluorescence for confluent

monolayers of cells and suspended cells. Signals were

measured on confluent monolayers of cells (black curves)

and suspended cells (gray curves) in 80 ms (left column)

and 8 s (right column) time intervals. Cells were electro-

permeabilized with a single 1 ms pulse with amplitudes (A)

350 V, (B) 500 V, (C) 650 V, and (D) 800 V. The gray

curve in figure D2 was cut off because of the saturation of

the amplifier. Results shown on different acquisition inter-

vals were obtained from different experiments. The back-

ground fluorescence was subtracted by the differential

acquisition of the signal.
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and on the influence of pulse parameters on the transport.

Additionally, we compared the measured transport of PI with

theoretical predictions of the Nernst-Planck equation during

and after the pulse (see the next section).

The detection of transport between 60 ms and 500 ms

after the start of the pulse shows that for typical electro-

permeabilization pulses with durations ranging from 100 ms

to 10 ms, transport of small molecules, such as PI, starts

during the pulse. For significantly shorter pulses, such a

conclusion cannot be made based on our results. Similarly,

theoretical studies on lipid assemblies predicting that trans-

port starts within the first microseconds of the electro-

permeabilizing pulse could not be supported by our

experimental observations on mammalian cells.

Theoretical explanation of the
measured transport

Different mechanisms govern the transport of molecules into

the cell in the presence and absence of electric pulse, which

can also be seen from the measured time course of fluores-

cence. The transport of PI molecules is characterized quan-

titatively by the Nernst-Planck equation:

dcðtÞ
dt

V

SPðtÞ
¼ �D

zF

RT
cðtÞE� D

dcðtÞ
dx

; (1)

where c(t) is the molar concentration of PI passing through

the surface SP(t) of permeable structural defects, V is the

volume of the cell, z the electric charge of PI, E the electric

field acting on molecules, F the Faraday constant, R the gas

constant, T the absolute temperature, and D the diffusion

constant as defined by the Einstein-Smoluchowski relation

D¼mp kBT, with mp the mobility of the PI molecules and kB the

Boltzman constant. In this work, we take V ¼ 9 3 10�16 m3

(corresponding to a spherical cell with a radius of 6 mm), and

furthermore assume D ¼ 10�10 m2/s (equal to the value

determined for the SERVA blue dye (58) with a molecular

weight similar to that of PI). The first term on the right-hand

side of Eq. 1 describes the transport due to electric field (elec-

trophoretic transport), and the second term describes the

transport due to diffusion (diffusive transport).

In our study, we investigated the time course of the intra-

cellular concentration of PI, cint(t), which was approximately

proportional to the fluorescence measured in our experiments.

In the following paragraphs, we will explain the observed time

courses of fluorescence, from the theoretical estimates of the

time courses of cint(t), obtained by solving Eq. 1. In solving this

equation, the following simplifications were employed:

a. As the total volume of cells in our study was consider-

ably smaller than the volume of the extracellular solution,

the extracellular concentration of PI can be treated as a

constant, cext.

b. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 1 describes

the PI molecules brought into electrophoretic motion in

the extracellular solution, and therefore in this term we

can assume c(t) ¼ cext.

c. The term dcðtÞ=dx in Eq. 1 represents the concentration

gradient across the cell membrane, which can be approx-

imated as (cint(t) � cext)/h, where h is membrane thick-

ness. Thus, Eq. 1 can be rewritten as

dcintðtÞ
dt

V

SPðtÞ
¼ �D

zF

RT
cextE� D

cintðtÞ � cext

h
; (2)

We now treat the transport during and after the pulse sepa-

rately.

The transport of PI during the pulse

Since diffusion is a slow process compared to pulse durations

used for electropermeabilization (45,49), its contribution

to the total transport during the pulse can be assumed to be

small. In a first approximation, the diffusional transport can

therefore be neglected, leaving only the electrophoretic term

of Eq. 2. As electropermeabilization occurs within less than a

microsecond after the start of the pulse (40,59), we can as-

sume that during (most of) the pulse, SP(t) is nearly constant

and SP(t) ¼ SP. The transport during the pulse can therefore

be approximated as

dcintðtÞ
dt

V

SP

¼ �D
zF

RT
cextE: (3)

The solution of this equation is

cintðtÞ ¼ kt; where k ¼ DSP

V

zF

RT
cextE: (4)

Our measurements (Figs. 5 A and 6 A) show that the flu-

orescence increase during the pulse is approximately linear,

as predicted by Eq. 4, with the exception of the first 60–500

ms, during which the transport is not detectable. This may be

attributed partly to the noise being comparable to the signal in

the first few hundred microseconds of the acquisition at low

pulse amplitudes. However, the measurements performed at

the highest sensitivity of the PM tube show that the delay

between the pulse onset and the start of the fluorescence in-

crease is indeed present, even at the highest amplitude used

in our study (see Fig. 7 B). This probably reflects the lag

between the rapid increase of electric conductivity of the

membrane (detectable as transmembrane current, i.e., trans-

port of ions) and the formation of pathways adequate for the

transport of molecules.

Equation 3 was derived under the assumption of SP being

nearly constant during the pulse, which is questionable, as it is

known that at the same pulse amplitude, longer pulse dura-

tions typically lead to a more intense membrane permeabiliza-

tion. Therefore, it would probably be more realistic to assume

that SP(t) consists of a rapid onset (occurrence of per-

meabilization, within microseconds) followed by a much

slower increase during the rest of the pulse. However, the
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reasonable agreement of the data in Figs. 5 and 7 with a linear

slope during the pulse suggests that with our experimental

conditions and pulse parameters, the assumption SP(t)¼ SP is

acceptable.

The transport of PI after the pulse

When the pulse ends, the electrophoretic component of the

transport ceases, and the transport is mostly diffusional. This

transition is reflected in the change of the rate of fluorescence

increase, which becomes slower immediately after the pulse

(Figs. 5 A and 6 A) and then gradually decreases with time

(Figs. 5, B and C, and 6, B and C), in agreement with the results

obtained earlier by fast video imaging with a lower time reso-

lution (51). For diffusional transport, Eq. 2 then becomes

dcintðtÞ
dt

V

SPðtÞ
¼ �D

cintðtÞ � cext

h
: (5)

Before solving this equation, we need to consider that the

density of permeable structural defects decreases with time

after the pulse in a process termed ‘‘cell membrane reseal-

ing’’. In several studies, investigators have shown that re-

sealing proceeds in several phases (stages). Usually, a fast

resealing phase (microsecond timescale) is followed by one

or more slower phases (1,40,58,60,61). To account for re-

sealing, the general function SP(t) in Eq. 5 had to be replaced

with a function mimicking such a behavior. In a first ap-

proximation, the resealing was described as an exponential

decrease of SP with time after the end of the pulse:

SPðtÞ ¼ SP1 expð�t=t1Þ: (6)

The solution of Eq. 5 for this case yields

cintðtÞ ¼ A 1 Bð1� e
Ce
�t=t1 Þ; (7)

where the constants A, B, and C are given by

A ¼ cext � ðcext � cint 0Þðe�ðDSP1t1=VhÞe�1=t1 Þ (7a)

B ¼ ðcext � cint 0Þe�ðDSP1t1=VhÞe�1=t1

(7b)

C ¼ DSP1t1=Vh; (7c)

respectively, and cint 0 ¼ cint(0) is the initial intracellular

concentration of the dye. Equation 7 was then fitted to the

measured postpulse time course of fluorescence for a 1 ms,

800 V pulse (Fig. 9, dotted curve). The fitted curve yielded a

t1 of ;14 s and agreed very well with experimental data for

t . 1 s but deviated significantly for shorter times. These

results suggest that within the first second, SP(t) behaves in a

more complex manner than predicted by Eq. 6. To account

for this, we included an additional exponential term,

SPðtÞ ¼ SP1 expð�t=t1Þ1 SP2expð�t=t2Þ: (8)

An analytical solution of Eq. 5, however, is not attainable

for this case, so the solution was obtained numerically and

again fitted to the experimental data (Fig. 9, dashed curve).

Very good agreement was obtained for t . 50 ms, but de-

viations for shorter times were still significant (see Fig. 9 C).

A time constant t2 for this case was 380 ms. We therefore

added a third exponential term,

SPðtÞ ¼ SP1 expð�t=t1Þ1 SP2 expð�t=t2Þ1 SP3 expð�t=t3Þ:
(9)

For this form of SP(t), the fitted solution agreed well with

the experimental data for all t . 2 ms (Fig. 9, solid curve) and

the calculated t3 was 12 ms.

These observations can be explained as follows. For very

short times, all components of SP(t) as given by Eq. 9 play a

role. For t � t3, the third term, SP3 exp(�t/t3), becomes

negligible and for t � t2 the second term, SP2 exp(�t/t2),

also becomes insignificant. This also explains why cint0 in

FIGURE 9 Theoretically calculated solution of Eq. 5 for different func-

tions SP(t).
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Eq. 7 is larger than zero, as this term (cint0) contains the

transport contributed by SP2 exp(�t/t2) 1 SP3 exp(�t/t3) but

does not account for SP1 exp(�t/t1).

Equation 9 can also be used to estimate the fraction of

permeable structural defects in the membrane,

fPðtÞ ¼ SPðtÞ=SC; (10)

where SC is the total surface of the membrane (determined by

the cell size). For a fixed pulse amplitude and duration, the

values of SP1, SP2, SP3, t1, t2, and t3 are constants that can be

obtained by fitting Eq. 9 to experimental data, as shown in

Fig. 9 for the case of a single 1 ms, 800 V pulse. In Fig. 10, we

show the postpulse course of fP(t) due to such a pulse, with

fP decreasing from 1.6 3 10�4 at t¼ 2 ms to 5.5 3 10�6 at t¼
8 s and with the time course reflecting the three time con-

stants. Previous studies reported a single time constant in the

range of our t1 (46,58), which is attributable to their lack of

sufficient time resolution. Our calculated values of fP agree

with the range between 10�3 and 10�5 as reported by other

authors for comparable pulse parameters (36,40,58,59).

The effect of pulse amplitude and pulse duration
on the transport

The kinetics of transport of PI into cells during and after the

pulse was strongly affected by the pulse amplitude and du-

ration (Figs. 5 and 6). The influence of pulse amplitude on the

transport can be explained by the relation between the extent

of permeabilized surface of the cell SPS and electric field E
(46,62,63):

SPS ¼ SC 3 ð1� EC=EÞ; for E . EC; (11)

where EC is the critical amplitude of external electric field for

electropermeabilization. The surface of permeable structural

defects SP is the part of SPS where the transport occurs.

Supracritical pulse amplitudes increase the SPS and therefore

the SP, which results in increased transport. The data in Figs.

4 A and 5 C agree with the previously reported linear relation

between the fluorescence intensity and the reciprocal of the

electric field (46).

The influence of pulse duration on the kinetics of transport

can be explained with the increase in SP with time during the

pulse (see the section ‘‘The transport of PI during the pulse’’)

and the stabilization of permeable structural defects after the

pulse. As Fig. 6 C shows, at a given field strength the fluo-

rescence detected 8 s after the pulse increases with the pulse

duration in a fairly linear manner, as reported by Rols and

Teissié (8). This can be explained with the stabilization of

permeable structural defects, resulting in larger transport (8).

Transport to cells in monolayers

In the last part of the study, the molecular transport into

confluent cell monolayers and cell suspensions was com-

pared. At the same pulse parameters, transport into cells in

monolayers was considerably lower than transport into cells

in suspension. This is in agreement with our previous nu-

merical and experimental studies on dense cell suspensions

where we demonstrated that increasing the density of sus-

pension considerably reduced the uptake of molecules into

cells, partly because of lower transmembrane voltage and

partly because of cell-to-cell contacts (63–66). Similar ob-

servations were also reported on multicellular spheroids (67).

In addition, with cells growing in monolayers the transport is

limited only to the part of the membrane that is not in contact

with the dish.

CONCLUSION

We showed that the transport of small molecules may start

during the application of an electropermeabilizing pulse after

a significant lag and continues long after the end of the pulse.

The structural alterations supporting the transport are trig-

gered on a nanosecond timescale if high voltage pulses are

applied (68–74), but the transport is present only later. Pulse

parameters, such as amplitude and duration, considerably

affect the transport of molecules into electropermeabilized

cells during and after the pulse. The fastest transport may be

observed during the pulse, when molecules are mainly driven

into the cell by electrophoresis, whereas after the pulse, the

transport continues by means of diffusion. Due to relatively

slow cell membrane resealing, which according to our anal-

ysis consists of at least three distinct components, the ma-

jority of the transport occurs after the pulse. The results of this

study were obtained with PI but are also applicable to other

molecules of similar size and charge.
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